
   

Contact
spelmont.zero@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/atsushi-
nomura-539050303 (LinkedIn)

Top Skills
Web Design
Frontend
Blockchain

Atsushi Nomura
Frontend/Blockchain Developer at Freelance (Self employed)
Matsudo, Chiba, Japan

Summary
With a Bachelor's degree in information technology and experienced
Frontend/Blockchain developer.
8+ years of hands-on frontend experience, efficiently developing
Blockchain websites using modern HTML/CSS/SCSS, JavaScript/
TypeScript, React/Next, Vue/Nuxt, Web3, Solidity/Rust.  Able to
effectively self-manage during independent projects, as well as
collaborate in a team setting.

Experience

Freelance (Self employed)
Frontend/Blockchain Developer
2024 - Present (less than a year)
Matsudo, Chiba, Japan

Talent Propeller Limited
Full Stack Developer
May 2023 - November 2023 (7 months)

- Drive the company's technological developments and advancements.
Worked closely with the development team to design, develop, and maintain
PHP enterprise scale web applications using MVC frameworks such as Zend
and Symfony 5.
- I had a strong knowledge of Doctrine ORM, MySQL, and SQL skills, and was
confident with HTML/5, CSS/3, and Bootstrap for responsive web application
development. I also had experience with jQuery, Angular JS, Vue, and Next,
which were important for the diverse range of projects that I worked on.
- Worked on both front-end and back-end web applications, which required
me to have a diverse skill set and a love for diversity in my role. I also had
knowledge of Linux systems, which was an important skill to have.

MegaFans Esport
JS | TS | GO | React Developer
May 2022 - February 2023 (10 months)
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- Developed a P2E Gaming model NFT-staking Contract and deployed it onto
the Polygon network.
- Integrated staking smart contracts with rewards tokens and connected the
Front-End using web3.
- Created a high-performance customer-facing user interface using ReactJS,
Redux-saga, Hooks, and Tailwind CSS.
- Exclusively utilized React-Hooks to manage the application life-cycle
processes.

Hubble
React | Rust | TS | Web3 developer
2022 - April 2022 (less than a year)

- Participated in the Solana Ignition Hackathon, contributing to a decentralized
lending protocol with collateral ratios.
- Built the Front-End from scratch using React/Typescript, following provided
Figma designs.
- Created maintainable and reusable components, reducing development time
by 53%.
- Utilized React, D3.js, underscore.js, Node.js, and React-Hooks.
- Optimized Redux and Web3-Solana.
- Developed Solana-Rust lending contracts deployed on testnet and devnet.
- Reviewed and tested deployed smart contracts using Docker.

インターリソース株式会社(Inter Resource Co., Ltd.)
5 years 6 months

Frontend Engineer
November 2016 - October 2021 (5 years)
Abiko, Chiba, Japan

- Frontend Development using React.js, Vue.js, WordPress.
- Technology Stack: React js, Redux, Wordpress, Docker, AWS, Draw.io,
Slack

Software Engineer
May 2016 - October 2016 (6 months)
Abiko, Chiba, Japan

- Received training on JavaScript coding standards.
- Worked on HTML/CSS web application Frontend project.

株式会社エニプラ(Enipura Co., Ltd.)
SQA Engineer - Intern 
May 2015 - April 2016 (1 year)
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Chiba, Chiba, Japan

- Identified, documented and reported bugs using Atlassian JIRA.
- Updated test cases and created test plans for new Features.
- Reviewed other team member's test plans to get a better sense of the
product and see if there were any gaps.
-  Did Sanity test, Full Regression, Targeted Regression on a daily basis or as
per the requirement

Education
千葉工業大学
Bachelor's Degree, Information Technology · (April 2012 - April 2015)
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